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Ada in *BSD

 A short overview of the Ada compilers and packages available on 
FreeBSD, NetBSD, and DragonFly (and OpenBSD and Solaris) 
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Agenda

1.  Introduction to John Marino

2.  History of the DragonLace Project

3.  Ada availability in BSD packaging systems

4.  Future work

5.  Q&A session
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Key Developer on DragonFly BSD Project, mainly userland.  
Work includes Real-Time Dynamic Linker, compilers (two in base) 
& binutils (two in base), K/GDB debugger, various utilities, libc 
updates, symbol versioning, locales support, and DPorts

FreeBSD committer, authorized for ports maintenance
Responsible for ~30 software ports directly, but test and maintain 
entire collection (~25,000) through frequent “bulk” builds.  Created 
code to allow FreeBSD ports to build on DragonFly (21K)

Fully authorized NetBSD committer, but work limited to Pkgsrc.
Responsible for ~10 software ports directly, although previously 
worked on entire tree until the DragonFly switch to FreeBSD Ports

Pascal Data 
Objects

Created a database interface abstraction for various backends 
such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, FireBird targeted for Free Pascal 
and modeled after PHP's PDO data objects API.  Used for several 
years in proprietary software, and simultaneously hosted at 
SourceForge (althought not maintained for several years)

Introduction to John Marino
Open-Source Credentials
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Introduction to John Marino
Professional experience

 Organization  Primary Duties  Location

US Air Force
Captain

Materiel Command (Acquisition)
Sys. Engineering, Program Mgmt

San Antonio, Texas
1993-1997

NASA
Johnson Space Center

One of first International Space 
Station Flight Controllers, Life 
Support Systems

Houston, Texas
1997-2001

DLR
GSOC

Columbus Operations Specialist
ESA module of ISS

Munich, Germany
2001-2004

ESA
ESTEC

Operations Management Team
Columbus Module

Noordwijk, Netherlands
2005-2007

CNES Operations Management Team
Automated Transfer Vehicle

Toulouse, France
2007-2011

Booz & Co Associate
Space Domain

Various aerospace, satellite, space 
policies, programs, studies, and 
procurement activities

Amsterdam / Spain
2012 - present
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DragonLace Project History

Aurora UX

State of Compilers prior to DragonLace

Project Objective

Porting Effort

Repository

DragonLace Web Site
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DragonLace Project History
Aurora UX (AUX)

Aurora UX was a project to create an Ada-based Operating 
System utilizing an existing (C-based) kernel.

It was based on OpenSolaris, but Sun's developers were not 
very interested in supporting AUX, so the project decided to 
switch to the DragonFly kernel.

AUX lacked a system compiler that supported Ada.  As a recent 
contributor to DragonFly, I created such a compiler for 
DragonFly.  It was a patched version of GNAT FSF 4.6.

AUX major components had code names based on 
constellations, and the compiler was codenamed “Draco”

Aurora UX project has since closed down, but it left a legacy: An 
Ada compiler for *BSD, Android and Solaris
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DragonLace Project History
State of Compilers prior to DragonLace

 Platform  Architecture  State

FreeBSD
i386 GPL and FSF GNAT available, but buggy.  Failed many 

ACATS tests.  Tasking was useless, no unwind support

amd64 GNAT too buggy to be available

NetBSD i386 / amd64
Stock GNAT no longer built.  Only gcc34-based GNAT 
was available if a bootstrap was provided for N < 5.0

DragonFly i386 / amd64 Never available

OpenBSD
i386 Never available in stock gcc, externally patched

amd64 Never available in stock gcc, only recent patch attempts

Solaris
i386 Stock buildable, but not available in source repository

amd64 Not buildable with -m64 (still the case)

By FSF version 4.6, GNAT was unsupported or poorly supported 
on all BSD platforms, and Solaris wasn't easily available via source
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DragonLace Project History
Project Objective

The DragonLace Project had the following objectives:

Enable full GNAT capability on:

FreeBSD i386 and x86-64.

DragonFly i386 and x86-64

NetBSD i386 and x86-64

OpenBSD i386 and x86-64

Solaris/OpenSolaris/Illumos support (x86, full -m64)

Create a “new” Ada compiler, codename “Draco” (discussed in 
“Future plans” section
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DragonLace Project History
Porting Effort

At the time, only FreeBSD i386 and Solaris were implemented

Solaris did not require many patches, only minor things like 
Symbolic Traceback support

All targets had to get unwind support for proper ZCX exception 
handling (Accomplished on all platforms except OpenBSD)

Lots of “adaint.[ch]” implementation required

Android had some tricks due to use of Bionic vs glib, but also had 
custom signal handling, temp. file support, etc.

To this day, patches have been maintained in parallel fork of 
GCC

It took months of iterations for the targets to pass testsuite 100%
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DragonLace Project History
Repository

The patches are maintained in a GitHub 
repository: https://github.com/jrmarino/draco

A clone of the Draco repository is maintained at 
DragonLace and viewable via cgit: 
http://cgit.dragonlace.net/draco

https://github.com/jrmarino/draco
http://cgit.dragonlace.net/draco
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DragonLace Project History
DragonLace Web Site I

● At the beginning of the project, a website was created to track the 
work of the porting.  The name was a combination of “Draco”, the 
AUX codename, and Lovelace.

● ●Over time, all the targets 
were improved to the point of 
passing the testsuite 
completely.  The testing 
shifted to repository build 
targets.

●The ports continue to pass 
the testsuite today.  The site 
will be updated with the latest 
data to avoid negative 
impressions.  Testing occurs 
at the repository level these 
days (e.g. “make test”)
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DragonLace Project History
DragonLace Web Site II

● Today the site functions as an (infrequent) blog about 
Ada software on *BSD, a master site for distribution 
files for the various repositories, and a mirror for the 
“Draco” repository.

● Updating the site is kind of painful which explains the 
infrequency of updates.  Hopefully this will be rectified 
as several news items that should have been posted 
were never announced.

● There was once a mail list but this was discontinued 
after the hosting server was retired.
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Packaging Systems

FreeBSD Ports Collection

 

OpenBSD support

IPS support
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Packaging Systems: FreeBSD Ports Collection
Operating Systems Supported

The FreeBSD Ports Collection is the official 
software repository for FreeBSD and 

DragonFly BSD (since late-2013)
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Packaging Systems: FreeBSD Ports Collection
Available Compilers

 Compiler  Status / Recommendation  Use case

GNAT GPL 2010 Only for i386 platform, not well 
maintained, can't be used to build Ada 
ports, likely will be removed soon

Likely none

GNAT-AUX
(FSF 4.6.4)

For i386 and amd64, has been 
superseded and no longer builds Ada 
ports.  No further updates coming.

External projects, 
“none” for most 
people though

GCC-AUX
(FSF 4.7.3)

For i386 and amd64, builds all Ada ports 
in collection.  Currently the most modern.  
Will soon be replaced by GCC FSF 4.9

Automatic 
dependency of all 
Ada ports

The only Ada compilers currently in Ports are variations of GNAT.
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Packaging Systems: FreeBSD Ports Collection
Ada Framework

Ports was taught about Ada.

If the port makefile contains “USES+= Ada” the 
gcc-aux compiler is selected as the build compiler 

and environment variables are set to standard 
project locations.  All libraries are in standard 
places as well as .gpr files.  This significantly 

reduces complexity for ports that require GNAT.
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Packaging Systems: FreeBSD Ports Collection
Software Currently Available

GPRBuild 2012

XML/Ada 4.4

Ada Web Server 3.1

GPS 5.2

PolyOrb 2011

Florist 2012

●

AdaControl 1.15

AdaBrowse 4.0.3

ASIS 2011

LibSparkCrypto 0.1.1

Matreshka 0.5

Words 1.97

GTK/Ada 2.24.4

QT/Ada 3.2

AFlex/Ayacc 041111

Ahven 2.3

Zip-Ada 45

Ada/SDL 2001
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Packaging Systems: Pkgsrc
Operating Systems Supported

The Pkgsrc software repository supports multiple 
operating systems, and is the primary repository 
for NetBSD and SmartOS.  It strongly supports 
Linux, DragonFly, MirBSD, OSX, Minix.  It can be 
installed on FreeBSD and OpenBSD too.  The  
project claims 21 supported systems in all.
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Packaging Systems: Pkgsrc
Available Compilers

 Compiler  Status / Recommendation  Use case

GNAT-AUX
(FSF 4.6.4)

For i386 and amd64, has been 
superseded and no longer builds Ada 
ports.  No further updates coming.

External projects, 
“none” for most 
people though

GCC-AUX
(FSF 4.7.3)

For i386 and amd64, builds all Ada ports 
in collection.  Currently the most modern.

Automatic 
dependency of all 
Ada ports

The only Ada compilers currently in Pkgsrc are variations of GNAT.
Bootstraps available for only NetBSD, DragonFly, and Solaris
Additional bootstraps for FreeBSD and OpenBSD are possible
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Packaging Systems: Pkgsrc
Solaris vs. Illumos

The GNAT-AUX and GCC-AUX compilers will 
build on Solaris 10 under pkgsrc using the 
provided bootstrap.  Currently these compilers do 
not build on SmartOS by default due to directory 
changes and a missing Sun assembler.

Previous efforts to build a new bootstrap with 
-m64 have failed on the Ada frontend.  Building a 
32bit-only bootstrap (and final) is possible as a 
last resort.  Attempts were made on OmniOS.  
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Packaging Systems: Pkgsrc
Ada Framework

Pkgsrc was taught about Ada.

If the source package makefile contains “LANG+= 
Ada” the gcc-aux compiler is selected as the build 
compiler.  Environment variables are not set to 
standard project locations, so there is room for 
improvement.  Only a few other languages are 
supported like C++, Fortran.  Java didn't even 
make the cut.  
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Packaging Systems: Pkgsrc
Software Currently Available

GPRBuild 2012

XML/Ada 4.4

Ada Web Server 3.1

GPS 5.2

PolyOrb 2011

Florist 2012

●

AdaControl 1.15

AdaBrowse 4.0.3

ASIS 2011

LibSparkCrypto 0.1.1

Matreshka 0.5

Words 1.97

GTK/Ada 2.24.4

QT/Ada 3.2

AFlex/Ayacc 041111

Ahven 2.3

Zip-Ada 45

Ada/SDL 2001
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Packaging Systems: OpenBSD
OpenBSD Support

At last check, GNAT builds almost perfectly on OpenBSD 
with the DragonLace patches.  It only fails to detect 
running out of stack space.

There was never any interest shown for my version 
GNAT in OpenBSD, esp. as a maintainer is required.

It would be trivial to port given two examples (ports & 
pkgsrc) already exist, as well as a functional bootstrap.

In official repo, there are FSF GNAT 4.6.4 and 4.8.1 for 
i386 and amd64.  The results of the testsuite are 
unknown; no DragonLace patches were used AFAIK.
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Packaging Systems: IPS
Lack of OpenSolaris Indiana Support

IPS is the package system envisioned for OpenSolaris 
“Indiana” release.  It continues to be used in OmniOS, 
OpenIndiana and other distributions based on Illumos.

There are no plans to support IPS at all.  Future support 
will likely come from Pkgsrc, or perhaps an adaption of 
FreeBSD ports (more about that later).
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Future Plans

Get patches incorporated upstream

Pkgsrc Support

Ports Support

Compiler Upgrade

SPARK 2014

GNATDroid & other cross-compilers

SunPorts?

Draco (GNAT + LLVM)
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Future Plans
Get patches incorporated upstream

I've been maintaining a partial fork of GCC since prior to 
the release of version 4.6.

The majority of my patches would be welcome by the 
GCC developers, including DragonFly support patches.

I have had the copyright assignment paperwork complete 
years ago, so there is no legal barrier.

The main barrier is time, effort (extreme testing 
requirements), and frequent “stage 3” status

Honestly, it's just fallen too low on priority list
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Future Plans
Pkgsrc Support

I find I have little time left to continue to support Pkgsrc 
after the Ada and DPorts support I give to ports.

My main personal motivation has been 
Solaris/OpenSolaris/Illumos support pkgsrc provides.

Ideally somebody will volunteer to take over pkgsrc 
source packages under my mentorship

If nobody like that appears, I may have to relinquish 
maintainership.  This primarily affects NetBSD users.
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Future Plans
FreeBSD Ports Support

As the Ports Collection serves the two BSD systems I 
use, I intend to continue to add and maintain useful Ada-
based ports to it.

I will accept requests to add specific software to the Ada 
Framework provided I am convinced of its merit.

Likewise, I would commit ports created and submitted by 
others for inclusion into ports.
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Future Plans
Compiler Upgrade

The current compiler is based on gcc 4.7.  Because of 
incomplete Ada-2012 support (and gcc 4.8 is not much 
better), several Adacore products have been limited to 
the 2011 versions such as PolyOrb, ASIS, and GPRBuild.

As gcc 4.9 will be released soon, gcc-aux and all the 
ports requiring GNAT sources will soon be updated 
simultaneously.  A copy of the current gcc-aux will be 
preserved as a legacy port, but it will not build any Ada 
ports as the Ports Framework will not recognize it.
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Future Plans
SPARK 2014

SPARK products are conspicuously missing from 
FreeBSD Ports.

I reviewed the source for SPARK 2013 some months ago 
and bringing it into ports will be a major task.  As SPARK 
2014 promises to have significant enhancements, I 
decided to wait for that version.  I hope to bring in SPARK 
in this year.
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Future Plans
GNATDroid & other cross-compilers

GNATDroid was recently upgraded from being based on 
gcc 4.6 to gcc 4.7.  This required additional 
implementation – it's not possible to build an Android Ada 
cross-compiler from a stock gcc.

GNATDroid should be upgraded to gcc 4.9 when it 
arrives, although it is expected to require work again.

It would be fairly easy to add additional non-bare-metal 
cross-compilers using the same method as GNATDroid.

The interest in these cross-compilers is difficult to gauge.
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Future Plans
SunPorts?

A project that consumed the entire year of 2013 was the 
adaption of FreeBSD ports to run on natively on 
DragonFly BSD, along with its special tools “pkg” and 
“poudriere”.  DPorts was a big success.

It is technically possible, yet even a bigger project, to 
adapt ports to run on a solaris-like operating system, 
tentatively called “SunPorts”.  Doing so would provide 
these Systems with all the Ada software in ports, as well 
as other software.  Ports has more than double the 
amount of individual software over pkgsrc, so there could 
be significant interest in a project like this.
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Future Plans
Draco Compiler

It appears to be technically feasible to graft the GNAT front-end 
(which is written in Ada) onto LLVM.  An interface between these 
two components would have to be written (in Ada, of course) that 
would convert the Abstract Syntax Tree into the Intermediate 
Representation scheme that LLVM demands.

The last time I looked at this, exception handling was an issue, but 
that obstacle may be gone now.  it's still a huge project as gcc's 
analogous “GiGi” interface is over 7000 lines of C code.

The main benefit would be architectures that LLVM can target but 
GCC doesn't and the benefits of LLVM modularization.  A third 
benefit would be the optimization the LLVM provides can be 
developed and improved independently of the GNAT front-end.  
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Fun Fact

Modula-3

I've recently added a Modula-3 (CM3 5.8.6, 2010) 
compiler and IDE to ports. I was developing a bootstrap 
for DragonFly, but the M3 developers recommend to 
upgrade the port to head of the trunk branch first.

I am working with them to produce a new “snapshot” that 
supports DragonFly before.  The Ports Collection is likely 
only package system offering M3 today.
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Q&A Session

Questions?
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